Rechargeable Wireless Mouse with 6 Keys,cyclic Illuminating
Powered by Li-Polymer Battery,Optical Sensor,Nano USB
Receiver,3-Stage DPI speeds for PC,Laptop,Tablet, MacBook
etc(Firework Light) Review-2021

1.Rechargeable cordless mouse with 7 illuminating colors powered by internalized rechargeable
battery, and illuminating effect will be up to your needs controlled by button at the bottom.
2.Wireless(2.4Ghz) mouse, connected by Nano USB receiver, working for PC, Notebook, Laptop,
Macbook and other devices etc.
3.It is not only a mouse, but also a artifact for office,home and gaming use, compatible with Android,
Linux, Windows95/98/XP/2000/VISTA/ Windows 7/8/10/ or Mac OS10.5.1 and other latest versions.
4.Power saving modes available in the protocol by sleeping when left with no movement: Level 1
sleeping in 3 minutes,Level 2(deep saving mode) sleeping in 15 minutes.
5.Elegantly designed, Sculpted shape guarantee the user a naturally comfortable hand position,
easy to pair the Nano USB with hardware without any extra code or steps, plug and play directly
Description:Illuminating cordless mouse with 7-color backlight changeable in cycling modes: Red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet and Mix etc
1.Wireless mouse(2.4Ghz) Enjoy the fast data transmission by convenience of the wireless
technology.
2.Keys&functions: 6 keys+DPI (left, roller,right,forward,backward and DPI) .
3.DPI: 800 1600 2400 speed up to your needs.
4.Connection port: USB Nano receiver,plug and play directly.
5.Working distance 10Â±2m ensure your accurate cursor fixing.
6.Power :rechargeable Li-polymer battery built-in. Power capacity: 500mAh normally use span=1
month after fully charged .
7.Compatibility: Android, Linux, Windows95/98/XP/2000/VISTA/ Windows 7/8/10/ or Mac OS10.5.1
and other latest versions for desktop, laptop, PC, MacBook and other devices, USB Port
8. Feel-Good Design: Contoured shape and textured rubber grips,USB Nano Receiver stored within
the back of the mouse.
9.Dimensions: 120*62*33 mm
Illuminating Display:
1.Power button at bottom has 3 functions: Stage 1--Power Off(when you get ). Stage 2--power ON
and mouse ready without illuminating. Stage 3--mouse ready with illuminating display on
2.Seven colors displaying in circulation automatically by breathing mode.
3.Level 1 sleeping:in 3 minutes/Level 2 sleeping in 15 minutes.
4.Wake up:activated by clicking any key when come back
Recharging:
1.when the mouse not works smooth indicates low power
2.Use the USBâ€”mini USB cable to recharge
3.when the blue light in the wheel turns off,it indicates fully recharged
Package included:
1x Mouse
1x User manual
1x USB receiver(inserted at the bottom)
1x cable for power recharging
Color available:
Black -ASIN: B07MXMP48W
SKU: CI-LBDJ-QCHP Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture,
description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

